
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  
 
WHOTSPOT Announces $399 I’m in the WiFi Business Solution 
 
(PRWEB) Montreal, Quebec September 21, 2005. WHOTSPOT, a leading WiFi Hotspot 
management service, announces its new “$399 I’m in the WiFi Business” solution. 
Aimed at further simplifying the WiFi hotspot setup process and removing all barriers to 
entry, the new WHOTSPOT offering is clearly targeted towards individuals and small 
venue owners craving to start their own WiFi business – but afraid to get started.  
 
Dubbed “the easiest way to get into the WiFi Business”, WHOTSPOT has once again 
removed all barriers to entry. 
 
“Offering a low cost, controlled and managed WiFi hotspot solution is paramount to the 
success of the industry”, stated Terry Fagen, President of Whotspot Corp. Mr. Fagen 
expanded: “Most small business owners do not have any technology background. Using 
WHOTSPOT as their resource allows them to focus on their core competencies, improve 
their business traffic and leave the technology to be managed by the experts”. 
 
After a small initial account setup fee of only $399, customers can choose to enroll in 
one of the Basic or Shared Plans. Essentially the Basic Plan offers 85% of the revenue 
(WHOTSPOT keeps 15% for user management, support and credit card processing) for 
a low monthly account fee of $25. The Shared Plan offers 25% of the revenue with 
absolutely no monthly fee. WHOTSPOT also offers a generous reseller plan named the 
Premier Partner Program and an online Affiliate Partner Program. Affiliates can now 
track their own sales, revenue, statistics and customers to ensure their campaigns are 
effective. 
 
For only $399, customers receive a complete WiFi Starter kit, including a pre-
programmed WiFi gateway, their own customized web portal page, a sampling of 
Posters, Tables Cards and Prepaid SurfCards. Each location is branded with the 
participants name on the custom designed portal page from which all users are directed 
to login. Out-of-the-box simplicity, just plug the supplied WiFi gateway into any existing 
internet connection and you are ready for business. Customers can use Prepaid 
SurfCards or purchase an account online with their favorite credit card. 
 
For more information, visit www.whotspot.com. 
 
About WHOTSPOT 
 
Since 2001, Whotspot has been providing "One-Stop" products and services for public 
internet access. We take care of the end-to-end process of creating, maintaining and 
profiting from a "WiFi Internet Hotspot".  
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Terry Fagen 
WHOTSPOT 
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